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1 Introduction

In a holographic description of inflation, the renormalization scale µ in the boundary theory
is expected to correspond to a temporal coordinate in the bulk. In a recent paper [1] we
investigated the issue of time evolution of the curvature perturbation ζ by considering a
generic deformed CFT at the boundary, in the limit where conformal perturbation theory is
valid along the RG flow between two nearby fixed points. We concluded that the two point
function for ζ is conserved along the RG flow provided that we make the identification1

µ ∝ a,

where a is the cosmological scale factor.

1This relation may have slow roll corrections, beyond the leading order in conformal perturbation theory
which was considered in ref. [1].
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On the other hand, in ref. [1] we were not able to show the conservation of higher order
correlators of ζ. This is technically complicated, due to the presence of semi-local terms in
the relation between higher order cosmological correlators and boundary correlators. The
renormalization of expressions containing such semi-local terms (where two or more of the
points in the correlator coincide) is not straightforward, and it is hard to check explicitly
whether these expressions depend on the renormalization scale. To overcome this difficulty,
here we will use a different approach, which does not rely on conformal perturbation theory.

Our strategy will be based on the observation that, in a renormalizable quantum field
theory, there is generically an energy momentum tensor whose anomalous dimension van-
ishes [2, 3].2 We will also use the so-called consistency relations, which express higher order
vertices with a soft leg in terms of lower order vertices. In this way, we can address the
conservation of n-point correlators of ζ recursively, starting with the 2-point function.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss our setup and conventions.
Section 3 deals with the consistency relations involving correlators with soft legs. In section 4
we express the correlators of ζ in terms of correlators of the energy momentum tensor in
the boundary theory. In section 5 we discuss the conditions which are necessary for the
conservation of ζ from the point of view of the boundary theory. In section 6 we generalize our
arguments to the case of tensor perturbations. Our conclusions are summarized in section 7.

2 Wave function prescription

Correlation functions of primordial perturbations can be obtained from the cosmological wave
function [5–7]. In holography, the wave function of long wavelength modes is related to the
generating functional of the boundary quantum field theory (QFT). For the moment, how-
ever, we will not assume the holographic relation and we will simply discuss the correlation
functions obtained from a given wave function.

2.1 Wave functional

We consider a wave function on a particular time slicing Σt such that the gauge condition
δφ = 0 is satisfied. With an appropriate choice of spatial coordinates, we express the d-
dimensional spatial line element as

dl2d = a2(t)e2ζ(t,x)dx2 . (2.1)

Here, we neglected the tensor perturbation, which will be discussed in section 6. We assume
that the wave function of the (d+ 1) dimensional bulk spacetime is given by a functional of
the curvature perturbation ζ on the slicing δφ = 0,

ψt = ψt[ζ(t, x)], (2.2)

which will become a good approximation in case the universe is dominated by a single scalar
degree of freedom.

The probability distribution function is given by

Pt[ζ] = |ψt[ζ]|2 ≡ e−Wt[ζ] , (2.3)

2It is often stated that the anomalous dimension of conserved currents vanishes. See however [4] for a more
thorough discussion.
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and satisfies the normalization condition
∫

Dζ Pt[ζ] = 1 . (2.4)

The n-point functions for ζ on Σt can then be obtained as

〈ζ(x1)ζ(x2) · · · ζ(xn)〉 =
∫

Dζ Pt[ζ] ζ(x1)ζ(x2) · · · ζ(xn) . (2.5)

In single clock inflation, where only the adiabatic mode is relevant, ζ becomes time inde-
pendent on superhorizon scales. In single field models this happens once the decaying mode
becomes negligibly small.

For later use, we expand Wt[ζ] = − lnPt[ζ] as

Wt[ζ] =
∞
∑

n=2

1

n!

∫

ddx1 · · ·
∫

ddxnW
(n)(t;x1, · · · ,xn)ζ(x1) · · · ζ(xn), (2.6)

where we introduced the vertex functions

W (n)(t;x1, · · · , xn) ≡
δnWt[ζ]

δζ(x1) · · · δζ(xn)

∣

∣

∣

∣

ζ=0

. (2.7)

As we shall see in section 3, the tadpole term with W (1) is required to vanish by Diff
invariance.

2.2 Tree level ζ correlators from the wave function

Assuming that the amplitude of ζ is perturbatively small, the n-point function of ζ can
be given in terms of W (m) with m ≤ n. A more detailed discussion of this perturbative
expansion can be found in ref. [6]. For later use, here we reproduce the tree level expressions
for the lowest order correlators.

The power spectrum of ζ is given by using the inverse matrix of W (2)(x1, x2) as

〈ζ(x1)ζ(x2)〉 =W (2)−1(x1, x2) . (2.8)

We assume invariance under global translations and rotations. Then, we can express W (n)

in Fourier space as

(2π)dδ

(

n
∑

i=1

ki

)

Ŵ (n) (k1, · · · , kn) ≡
n
∏

i=1

∫

ddxi e
−iki·xiW (n)(x1, · · · , xn) . (2.9)

Using the Fourier mode Ŵ (2)(k) with k ≡ |k|, the power spectrum of the curvature pertur-
bation is given by

〈ζ(k1)ζ(k2)〉 = (2π)dδ(k1 + k2)P (k1) (2.10)

with

P (k) =
1

Ŵ (2)(k)
. (2.11)

– 3 –
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The bi-spectrum for ζ(x) is expressed by the cubic interaction W (3)(x1, x2, x3) as

〈ζ(x1)ζ(x2)ζ(x3)〉 = −
∫ 3
∏

i=1

ddyiW
(2)−1(xi ,yi)W

(3)(y1, y2, y3) , (2.12)

Here, we need the minus sign, since the three-point vertex is given by −W (3)(x1, x2, x3). In
Fourier space, we have

〈ζ(k1)ζ(k2)ζ(k3)〉conn = (2π)dδ(k1 + k2 + k3)B (k1, k2, k3) (2.13)

with

B (k1, k2, k3) = − Ŵ (3) (k1, k2, k3)

Ŵ (2)(k1)Ŵ (2)(k2)Ŵ (2)(k3)
= −Ŵ (3) (k1, k2, k3)

3
∏

i=1

P (ki) . (2.14)

The tri-spectrum is composed of the two-different diagrams (see figure 2 of ref. [6]). In
Fourier space, it is given by

〈ζ(k1)ζ(k2)ζ(k3)ζ(k4)〉conn = (2π)d δ

(

4
∑

i=1

ki

)

T (k1, k2, k3, k4) , (2.15)

with

T (k1, k2, k3, k4) = T1 (k1, k2, k3, k4) + T2 (k1, k2, k3, k4)

+ T2 (k1, k3, k2, k4) + T2 (k1, k4, k3, k1) , (2.16)

T1(k1, k2, k3, k4) = −Ŵ (4) (k1, k2, k3, k4)
4
∏

i=1

P (ki) , (2.17)

T2(k1, k2, k3, k4) = Ŵ (3) (k1, k2, k12) Ŵ
(3) (k3, k4, k34)P (k12)

4
∏

i=1

P (ki) , (2.18)

where we introduced the momentum kij and its absolute value as kij ≡ ki+kj and kij ≡ |kij |.
Note that using the bi-spectrum B(k1, k2, k3), we can express T2(k1, k2, k3, k4) as

T2(k1, k2, k3, k4) =
B (k1, k2, k12)B (k3, k4, k34)

P (k12)
. (2.19)

Similarly, we can express the n-point function of ζ, using Ŵ (m) with m ≤ n.

3 Consistency relations from diffeomorphism invariance

In this section, we derive a Ward-Takahashi identity from diffeomorphism invariance (see
also refs. [7, 8] for a related relevant discussion.)

Note that the wave function characterizes the bulk spacetime beyond the tree level
perturbative analysis, and can be used in order to compute correlators to any loop order.
Here, imposing diffeomorphism invariance on the δφ = 0 slicing, we derive a condition on
W (n). When the amplitude of ζ is sufficiently small, we can perturbatively compute the
correlators of ζ [6] from the vertex functions W (n), as discussed in section 2. At the tree
level, the condition on W (n) leads to the standard consistency relation for correlators of ζ.
It should be stressed, however, that the condition on W (n) holds non-perturbatively, and is
therefore more fundamental.

– 4 –
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3.1 Dilatation invariance of the wave function

Among the coordinate transformations, we consider the dilatation

x → xs ≡ esx (3.1)

with a constant parameter s, under which the spatial line element, given in eq. (2.1), is
rewritten as

dl2d
a2(t)

= e2ζ(t,x)dx2 = e2ζs(t,xs)dx2
s = e2{ζs(t, e

s
x)+s}dx2 . (3.2)

Then, under the dilatation, the curvature perturbation is changed into

ζs(t, x) = ζ(t, e−sx)− s . (3.3)

The change of the coordinates ∆x ≡ xs − x increases with distance to the origin. However,
the change ∆x can stay perturbatively small in the observable region, which is necessarily
bounded. Similar (residual) gauge transformations which diverge in the limit x → ∞ can
be found in other gauge theories, such as QED, and it is known that soft theorems can be
derived by using such residual gauge transformations (see, e.g., refs. [9–11]).

The diffeomorphism invariance of the wave function requires that the probability dis-
tribution function Pt[ζ] = e−Wt[ζ] should be invariant under the dilatation3

Wt[ζ(x)] =Wt[ζ(e
−sx)− s] . (3.4)

In section 6, this argument will be briefly extended to include the tensor perturbation,4 and
we will comment on its implications for the boundary theory.

3.2 Ward-Takahashi identity

Next, we derive the Ward-Takahashi identity associated with the dilatation invariance. The
curvature perturbation after the scale transformation is given by

ζ(e−sx)− s =
∞
∑

n=0

sn

n!

dn

dsn
ζ(e−sx)

∣

∣

∣

s=0
− s

= ζ(x)− s(x · ∂xζ(t, x) + 1) +
∞
∑

s=2

(−s)n
n!

(x · ∂x)nζ(x) , (3.5)

3Correlation functions computed by using a Diff invariant probability distribution and measure of integra-
tion are, strictly speaking, ill defined. To make them well defined we must factor out the infinite volume of
the orbits of the gauge group. In this case, s is the additive parameter in the dilatation group, and so we
need to factor out

∫
ds. This is easily achieved by the standard Fadeev-Popov (FP) trick of introducing a

Gaussian factor exp{−(G[ζ])2/α} in the integrand, accompanied by the determinant |∂G[ζ]/∂s|. Here α > 0
is an arbitrary positive constant, and G[ζ] is an s dependent function. A convenient choice for G is the average
value of the curvature perturbation in the region of our interest, G[ζ] ≡ ζ̄ = (

∫
d3x ζ)/(

∫
d3x). Under gauge

transformation, we have ζ̄ → ζ̄−s. In this case, the determinant is constant, and there is no need to introduce
FP ghosts. In summary, the Diff invariant exponent in the distribution function of the functional integrand,
W = − lnP , gets replaced by W̃ = W + ζ̄2/α. It is straightforward to check that this modification does not
change the correlation functions, since (in the limit of infinite volume) the second term in W̃ has vanishing
functional derivative with respect to the curvature perturbation.

4Here, we impose the diffeomorphism invariance on the d-dimensional time slicing Σt. When we keep only
the d-dimensional diffeomorphism invariance, but we break the (d+1)-dimensional diffeomorphism invariance
as in Horava-Lifshitz theory, typically there appears an additional scalar degree of freedom. This case is
excluded in our setup where the wave function ψt is expressed only by the single (scalar) degree of freedom.

– 5 –
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where on the second equality, we replaced d/ds with −x · ∂x. Using eq. (3.5), we find that
at O(s), eq. (3.4) gives

O(s) : 0 =

∫

ddx
δWt[ζ]

δζ(x)
{1 + x · ∂xζ(x)} , (3.6)

and at O(s2), it gives

O(s2) : 0 =

∫

ddx
δWt[ζ]

δζ(x)
(x · ∂x)2ζ(x)

+

∫

ddx1

∫

ddx2
δ2Wt[ζ]

δζ(x1)δζ(x2)
{1 + x1 · ∂x1ζ(x1)}{1 + x2 · ∂x2ζ(x2)} , (3.7)

and so on.
It follows from (3.6) with ζ(x) = 0 that

∫

ddxW (1) = 0. By translation invariance, this
implies

W (1) = 0. (3.8)

In particular, the tadpole term in (2.6) will not contribute, even if the average value of
the curvature perturbation ζ̄ is non-vanishing. Likewise, from (3.7) with ζ(x) = 0, we find
∫

ddx1d
dx2W

(2)(t;x1,x2) = 0. It follows that, in momentum space,

Ŵ (2)(0, 0) = 0. (3.9)

This means that the tree level dispersion of ζ̂(k = 0) will be infinite.5

3.3 Consistency relation for vertices with one soft leg

Taking (n− 1)-derivatives with respect to ζ(xi) for i = 1, · · · , n− 1 on eq. (3.6), we obtain

0 =

∫

ddx

[

{1 + x · ∂xζ(x)}
δnWt[ζ]

δζ(x)δζ(x1) · · · δζ(xn−1)

+
n−1
∑

i=1

x · ∂xδ(x− xi)
δn−1Wt[ζ]

δζ(x) · · · δζ(xi−1)δζ(xi+1) · · · · · · δζ(xn−1)

]

. (3.10)

Notice that the functional derivative in the second term excludes the derivative with respect
to ζ(xi). Performing the integration by parts and setting ζ = 0, we obtain

∫

ddxW (n)(t; x, x1, · · · , xn−1)−
n−1
∑

i=1

∂xi

{

xiW
(n−1)(t; x1, · · · , xn−1)

}

= 0 . (3.11)

This is the generalized consistency relation for ζ, which does not require the validity of the
perturbative analysis.

It may be convenient to express eq. (3.11) in Fourier space. Multiplying eq. (3.11) by
∏n

i=1

∫

ddxie
−iki·xi , and using eq. (2.9), we express eq. (3.11) as

0 = Ŵ (n)(t;k = 0, {ki}n−1) +

(

n−1
∑

i=2

ki · ∂ki
− d

)

Ŵ (n−1)(t; {ki}n−1) , (3.12)

5The FP Gaussian e−ζ̄2/α discussed in footnote 3 will make the dispersion of ζ̄ finite, but the dispersion
of ζ̂(k = 0) will still be infinite, since both variables are related by an infinite volume factor. Note that
ζ̂(k) = ζ̄ δ(k = 0) + . . ., where the ellipsis denote contributions with k 6= 0.

– 6 –
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where we used

n−1
∑

i=1

ki · ∂ki

[

δ

(

n−1
∑

i=1

ki

)

Ŵ (n−1)(t; {ki}n−1)

]

= δ

(

n−1
∑

i=1

ki

)

×
(

n−1
∑

i=2

ki · ∂ki − d

)

Ŵ (n−1)(t;−K2,n−1, k2, · · · , kn−1) , (3.13)

and removed a delta function which appears as a common factor in the two terms. Here,
{ki}n−1 denotes (n− 1) momenta ki with i = 1, · · · , n− 1 which satisfies

∑n−1
i=1 ki = 0 and

in the second line, we replaced k1 with Km,n defined as

Km,n ≡
n
∑

i=m

ki . (3.14)

Equation (3.13) can be verified by operating
∫

ddk1 on the both sides. Notice that eq. (3.12)

states that if Ŵ (n−1) does not depend on time, neither does Ŵ (n) with one soft leg.
When the amplitude of ζ is perturbatively small, as discussed in appendix A, eq. (3.12)

simply yields the consistency relation in a (d+ 1) dimensional spacetime, given by

lim
kn→0

C(n)({ki}n)
P (kn)

= −
(

n−1
∑

i=2

ki · ∂ki + d(n− 2)

)

C(n−1)({ki}n−1) , (3.15)

where C(n) denotes the n-point function of ζ with the momentum conservation factor

(2π)dδ

(

n
∑

i=1

ki

)

removed. In ref. [12], the consistency relation (3.15) was derived for d = 3. The argument
in appendix A shows that an extension to a general spacetime dimension proceeds straight-
forwardly. The consistency relation involves a soft mode which is induced by a coordinate
transformation. Therefore, we do not expect any influence of such soft mode in correlators
of a variable which remains invariant under the dilatation. This was explicitly shown in
refs. [13, 14].

In rewriting the WT identity (3.12) in the form (3.15), we implicitly assume the conti-
nuity of Ŵ (3) at k = 0. It has been argued in refs. [8, 15] that this follows from the constancy
of ζ at long wavelengths (see also ref. [16]). For the purposes of this paper, we will use the
consistency relation in the form (3.12). In the holographic context, its continuity at k = 0
requires separate justification. We will come back to this issue in section 5.

From eq. (3.7), we can perturbatively derive the consistency relation which connects the
n-point function of ζ with two soft legs to the m-point functions with m < n. This also can
be derived by sending another momentum to 0 in the consistency relation (3.12) with one
soft leg.

4 ζ correlators from holography

Our previous discussion is based on the use of the wave function for single field inflation-
ary models. Our next task is to introduce the holographic duality between the (d + 1)-
dimensional cosmological spacetime and the d-dimensional field theory at the boundary. The
gauge/gravity duality in the inflationary setup is discussed, e.g., in refs. [5, 6, 17–47].

– 7 –
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4.1 Holographic prescription

Following ref. [48], we will assume that the probability distribution of the bulk gravitational
field is related to the generating functional of a boundary QFT as

P [h, φ] = |ψbulk[h, φ]|2 ∝ ZQFT[h, φ]Z
∗
QFT[h, φ] , (4.1)

where the generating functional ZQFT is given by

ZQFT[h, φ] = e−WQFT[h,φ] =

∫

Dχ exp (−SQFT[χ, h, φ]) . (4.2)

Here, χ stands for the set of boundary fields. In the boundary, the path integral is doubled
by multiplying the generating functional and its complex conjugate together. Comparing
eq. (4.1) to eq. (2.3), we find that W (n) are given by

W (n)(t(µ);x1, · · · , xn) = 2Re

[

δnWQFT[ζ]

δζ(x1) · · · δζ(xn)

∣

∣

∣

∣

ζ=0

]

. (4.3)

Here, we expressed the time dependence in terms of the renormalization scale µ, postulating
that the time evolution of the bulk spacetime is described by the renormalization group flow.

4.2 Vertex functions

We may now express W (n) in terms of boundary correlators of the energy-momentum tensor,
defined by

Tij ≡ − 2√
h

δSQFT

δhij
. (4.4)

The derivative of the boundary action with respect to ζ is then given by the trace part of
the energy-momentum tensor, as

δSQFT

δζ(x)
= e(d−2)ζ(x)δijTij [ζ](x) . (4.5)

Using eq. (4.5), we easily find

W (2)(x1, x2) = −2Re

[

〈

δSQFT

δζ(x1)

δSQFT

δζ(x2)

〉 ∣

∣

∣

∣

ζ=0

]

= −2Re [〈T (x1)T (x2)〉] , (4.6)

and

W (3)(x1, x2, x3)= 2Re

[

〈

δSQFT

δζ(x1)

δSQFT

δζ(x2)

δSQFT

δζ(x3)
−
{

δSQFT

δζ(x1)

δ2SQFT

δζ(x2)δζ(x3)
+(2 perms)

}〉
∣

∣

∣

∣

ζ=0

]

= 2Re

[

〈

T (x1)T (x2)T (x3)− (d− 2){T (x1)T (x2)δµ(x23) + (2perms)}

− {T (x1)∂T (x2)δµ(x23) + (2perms)}
〉

]

.

(4.7)
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Similarly, we can calculate the higher order vertex functions W (n) in terms of correlators of
the energy momentum tensor. Here, we introduced

T (x) ≡ δijTij(x)|ζ=0, ∂T (x) ≡ ∂T [ζ](x)

∂ζ(x)

∣

∣

∣

∣

ζ=0

. (4.8)

The coincidence limit is described by the smeared delta function δµ(x) which takes a non-
vanishing value only at |x| ≤ 1/µ and is normalized as

∫

ddxδµ(x) = 1 . (4.9)

Since the right hand side of eq. (4.5) does depend on ζ, the n-th derivative with n ≥ 2
of SQFT does not vanish. Because of that, W (n) with n ≥ 3 includes semi-local terms,
where some of the arguments xi with i = 1, · · · , n coincide, but the rest do not. The UV
divergence from an ultra-local term, where all the arguments coincide, can be renormalized
by using local counter terms. On the other hand, the regularization of the semi-local terms
is not straightforward (see, e.g., refs. [36, 39, 49]). Fortunately, for present purposes we will
be able to sidestep this difficulty by using the consistency relations, as we shall see in the
next section.

Instead of using ζ, one may wish to introduce another variable X(x), whose derivatives
of Wt do not yield any semi-local terms [29, 40, 41]. For that, the boundary action SQFT

should depend on the new variable X(x) only linearly. i.e.,

δ2SQFT

δX(x1) · · · δX(xn)
= 0 (n ≥ 2) . (4.10)

However, if X is a degree of freedom in the metric, it seems hard to find a variable that
satisfies eq. (4.10), because the action SQFT non-linearly depends on the metric.6

5 Conservation of ζ and consistency relation

In this section, we show that the WT identity for dilatation restricts the correlators of the
energy-momentum tensor in the limit where some of the arguments coincide.

5.1 Correlators of the energy momentum tensor

In ref. [2], Callan, Coleman, and Jackiw (CCJ) considered the cutoff dependence of the so-
called improved energy momentum tensor. This differs from the conventional flat space sym-
metric energy momentum tensor by terms which are conserved identically (see also ref. [4]).
CCJ showed that in a renormalizable theory, an insertion of the improved energy momentum
tensor to the correlators of the matter fields χ does not give rise to additional divergences in
UV, which suggests that the anomalous dimension of the improved energy momentum tensor

6If the boundary action is given by a single trace operator O as

SQFT = SCFT +

∫
dΩφO ,

we can choose X(x) as X(x) = δφ(x) (in the flat gauge) or a variable which is linearly related to δφ(x) such
as ζn(x) ≡ −(H/φ̇)δφ(x), which was introduced in ref. [5]. Notice that since ζ and ζn are non-linearly related
as presented in eq. (A.8) of ref. [5], W (n) with n ≥ 3 for ζ include the semi-local terms as we discussed here.
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vanishes. Indeed, following CCJ’s argument, Collins explicitly showed that the anomalous
dimension of the improved energy momentum tensor vanishes for λφ4 theory, using the renor-
malization group equation [3].7

In what follows, we assume that there exists a conserved energy momentum tensor
whose anomalous dimension vanishes and express the correlators of the improved energy
momentum tensor as

Re [〈Tij(x1)Tkl(x2)〉] = Re [〈Tij(x1)Tkl(x2)〉0] , (5.1)

Re [〈Tij(x1)Tkl(x2)Tmn(x3)〉] = Re [〈Tij(x1)Tkl(x2)Tmn(x3)〉0]
+ δµ(x12)Fij;kl;mn(µ;x23) + (2 perms) , (5.2)

where 〈Tij(x1)Tkl(x2)〉0 and 〈Tij(x1)Tkl(x2)Tmn(x3)〉0 denote the µ independent contribu-
tions of the improved energy momentum tensor. In general, a composite operator such as
Tij(x)Tkl(x) undergoes an operator mixing, which can introduce a µ dependent contribution
(see, e.g., [50, 53]). To express such a µ dependent contribution which can appear in the
coincidence limit, we introduced the function Fij;kl;mn(µ;x12). In eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), we
dropped the ultra-local terms, since these can be canceled by the local counterterms. Thus,
the µ dependence can appear only in n-point correlators with n > 2.

In a bulk description, the local divergences correspond to a rapidly oscillating phase of
the wave function Ψ, which cancels out in |Ψ|2. In this paper, following ref. [48], we will
adopt the prescription (4.1), where the divergent phase contributions are canceled. (The
phase contribution was briefly discussed in ref. [5] and in more detail in ref. [21].)

5.2 Consistency relation and coincidence limit

As shown in the previous section, the vertex functions W (n) are expressed in terms of the
correlators of T and its derivative with respect to ζ. Using eqs. (4.6) and (5.1), we obtain
the Fourier mode of W (2) as

δ(k1 + k2)Ŵ
(2)(k1) = −2

∏

i=1,2

∫

ddxie
iki·xiRe [〈T (x1)T (x2)〉0] . (5.3)

We find that the CCJ’s argument directly implies that Ŵ (2)(k) is µ independent or equiv-
alently time independent in the bulk. When the perturbative expansion is possible, the µ
independence of Ŵ (2)(k) immediately leads to the µ independence of the power spectrum of
ζ. In ref. [1], assuming that the conformal symmetry is slightly broken by the deformation
operator

∫

ddΩ gO in the boundary and solving the induced RG flow, the conservation of the
power spectrum was explicitly shown. Here, we see that this result is much more general,
and follows from the cut-off independence of the correlators of the energy-momentum tensor
in a generic renormalizable boundary theory.

7The improved energy momentum tensor can be obtained from the action of matter in curved space, with
suitable non-minimal couplings to the metric, by taking functional derivative with respect to the metric and
subsequently taking the flat space limit. In ref. [3], Collins showed that in order to establish the renormalization
invariance of the improved energy momentum tensor it is important to consider the running of the non-minimal
coupling. More recently, this issue has been discussed in more detail, e.g., in refs. [50, 51], following ref. [52].
For our purposes, it will be sufficient to assume that an improved energy momentum tensor whose anomalous
dimension vanishes can be obtained from the boundary theory by functional derivative with respect to the
boundary metric, as in eq. (4.4).
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As we discussed in section 3, the consistency relation (3.12) involves W (n) and W (n−1).
Since Ŵ (2)(k) is µ independent, eq. (3.12) requires that Ŵ (3)(0, k, k) should be also µ inde-
pendent. Among the terms in Ŵ (3)(0, k, k), a possible µ dependence can appear only from
the terms with

F(x) ≡ δijδklδmnFij;kl;mn(x) (5.4)

and 〈T∂T 〉. Now, we find that the µ independence of Ŵ (3)(0, k, k) requires8

∂

∂µ
∆(µ, k) = 0 , (5.5)

where we defined

∆(µ, k) ≡ F̂(µ; k)− Re [〈T∂T 〉] (µ; k) . (5.6)

The condition (5.5) implies that the semi-local term 〈T (x)∂T (y)〉 should be related to
the three-point function of T in the limit where two of the three arguments coincide,
limz→x〈T (x)T (y)T (z)〉. The possible singular contribution which may arise in such co-
incidence limit should cancel out in the combination:

Re
[

lim
z→x

〈T (x)T (y)T (z)〉 − 〈∂T (x)T (y)〉
]

.

It may seem surprising that a non-trivial condition is obtained from the requirement of the
Diff invariance. This is because we are using ζ as our variable in the wave function, and this
transforms under dilatation. If we could use a Diff invariant variable, we would not obtain
any additional condition. In the bulk description, a technical difficulty to use such a Diff
invariant variable for canonical quantization was pointed out in refs. [54–56].

5.3 Conservation of ζ

In the previous subsection, we showed that the vanishing anomalous dimension of the im-
proved energy momentum tensor and the consistency relation imply the µ independence of
Ŵ (3)(0, k, k), which leads to the condition (5.5). Since ∆(k) ≡ ∆(µ, k) is µ independent,
we may write

Ŵ (3)(k1, k2, k3) = 2Re[〈TTT 〉0](k1, k2, k3)

+ 2
3
∑

i=1

{∆(ki)− (d− 2)Re[〈TT 〉0](ki)} , (5.7)

where Re[〈TT 〉0](k) and Re[〈TTT 〉0](k1, k2, k3) denote the µ independent contributions in
the Fourier modes of the real parts of the two and three point functions for T . In this way,
the µ independence of Ŵ (3)(k1, k2, k12) is established.

8What we directly obtain from the µ independence of Ŵ (3)(0, k, k) is

∂

∂µ
[∆(µ, k = 0) + 2∆(µ, k)] = 0 .

First, we set k = 0, then we find that ∆(µ, 0) is µ independent, which implies ∆(µ, k) with k 6= 0 is also µ
independent.
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The µ independence of Ŵ (n) for n > 3 can be derived recursively by a similar argument,
starting with the assumption that W (n−1) is µ independent. The vertex functions W (n) are
given by the correlators of T and δmSQFT/δζ(x1) · · · δζ(xm)|ζ=0 withm < n. The correlators
with δmSQFT/δζ(x1) · · · δζ(xm)|ζ=0 contribute to the coincidence limit where x1, · · · , xm

agree, and they can depend on µ. Meanwhile, in this coincidence limit, the auto-correlation
functions of T also can depend on µ. The consistency relation then requires that W (n) with
one or more of the momenta set to 0 should be µ independent. This determines a relation
between all µ dependent contributions, so that they cancel out in the vertex with a soft leg.
From that relation, it can be shown that the vertex function W (n) without any soft leg is
also µ independent. Finally, the µ independence of all W (n) ensures that the probability
distribution P [ζ] = e−W [ζ] (and therefore all correlators of ζ) are “time” independent, once
we interpret the RG flow as time evolution.

We noted in subsection 3.3 that, in order to rewrite the consistency relation in terms of
ζ correlators at the tree level, in the form eq. (3.15), it is necessary to assume the continuity
of the vertex function W (n) at k = 0. In the holographic context, this is equivalent to the
continuity of the energy momentum tensor (and its derivative) at k = 0.

Finally, let us note that in ref. [2] the infrared behaviour of correlators with an insertion
of Tij was assumed to be analytic. In this situation, the vertex functions of the boundary
theory are also expected to be analytic in the infrared, and the µ independence ofW (n)({ki}n)
follows directly from the µ independence ofW (n)(k = 0, {ki}n−1). In that case the correction
for a finite k will be suppressed by (k/µ)p with an integer positive power of p, and will vanish
in the long wavelength limit. Notice that, in the present holographic context, where we can
find an improved energy momentum tensor whose anomalous dimension vanishes, a possibility
that ζ has a growing mode even in one field models (see, e.g., ref. [57]) is excluded.

5.4 Primordial spectra from holographic inflation

When the amplitude of ζ is sufficiently small, we can compute the spectra of ζ using the
formulae derived in section 2.2. Inserting Ŵ (2) and Ŵ (3) into eqs. (2.11) and (2.14), we
obtain the power spectrum and the bi-spectrum for ζ as

P (k) =− 1

2Re[〈TT 〉0](k)
, (5.8)

B(k1, k2, , k3) =
1

4

1
∏3

i=1Re[〈TT 〉0](ki)

[

Re[〈TTT 〉0](k1, k2, k3)

−
3
∑

i=1

{(d− 2)Re[〈TT 〉0](ki)−∆(ki)}
]

, (5.9)

where ki should satisfy
∑3

i=1 ki = 0. This formulae should hold generically for a holographic
model which is dual to a single clock inflation, as far as the diffeomorphism invariance in
the boundary is preserved and the boundary theory is renormalizable. To compute the bi-
spectrum of ζ, we need to know the correlators in the coincidence limit, described by ∆(k).

5.5 Relation to previous work

In ref. [1], assuming that the boundary theory is given by a single trace operator O as

SQFT = SCFT +

∫

ddΩφO . (5.10)
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we addressed the conservation of ζ. The second term describes the deformation from the
CFT, which is needed to be dual to an inflationary spacetime. The (dimensionless) coupling
constant φ plays the role of the inflaton. By solving the RG flow, it was shown that when
all the arguments xi with i = 1, · · · , n are separated by a distance larger than 1/µ, the
correlators of O satisfy

Z−n/2(µ)〈O(x1) · · · O(xn)〉µ = Z−n/2(µ0)〈O(x1) · · · O(xn)〉µ0 , (5.11)

where Z(µ) denotes the wave function renormalization. It follows very simply from this
relation that Ŵ (2) is µ independent.

In ref. [1], it was assumed that the n-point function of O for an arbitrary configuration
(including the coincidence limit, where some of the arguments are closer than 1/µ) is given
by eq. (5.11). Under this assumption, it was shown that Ŵ (3) cannot be µ independent,
except for a particular case where the beta function β ≡ dφ/d lnµ is given by a simple power
law scaling as β ∝ µλ with a constant parameter λ. Thus, the conservation of W (n) for
n ≥ 3 in a more generic RG flow is not compatible with this assumption. On the other hand
this assumption was not particularly well motivated, since there is no reason to expect that
the expression (5.11) can be extrapolated to the coincidence limit. As we have shown in
this section, the µ dependent contribution should exist in the coincidence limit, in order to
cancel the µ dependent semi-local contribution, so that the consistency relation (3.12) can
be satisfied.

Another possibly relevant issue is that the setup given by eq. (5.10) might be too
simplistic. In refs. [58, 59], a Wilsonian treatment of the holographic RG flow was explored
in the context of AdS/CFT. According to their bulk computations, integrating out the UV
contributions generates multi trace operators in the boundary theory (the RG flow with multi
trace operators in dS/CFT setup was discussed in ref. [60]). In refs. [61, 62], starting from a
boundary theory with multi trace operators, it was shown that the Einstein gravity emerges
after a particular mapping between the boundary and the bulk quantities. Motivated by these
studies, one may generalize the boundary QFT to a more general theory which includes both
single and multi trace operators as

SQFT[φ, O] = SCFT +

∫

ddΩφO +

∫

ddΩF [φ]O∂O + · · · , (5.12)

where ∂ is a derivative operator, and the ellipsis denote possible multi trace operators with
more O. The coefficients φ and F [φ] will depend on the bulk gravity theory. It might be
interesting to see if the consistency relation (3.12) imposes any meaningful restriction on the
multi-trace operators or not. We leave this for a future study.

6 Condition on boundary theory from diffeomorphism invariance

6.1 Conservation of tensor perturbation

So far, we have considered only the WT identity for the dilatation, which restricts the vertex
function for the scalar perturbation and, in turn, the trace part of the energy-momentum
tensor in the boundary. As was pointed out in refs. [54, 55] (see also ref. [63]), the gauge:

δφ = 0, (6.1)
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and

dl2d = hijdx
idxj = a2e2ζ [eγ ]ijdx

idxj (6.2)

with

∂iγij = γii = 0 , (6.3)

accommodates an infinite number of residual gauge degrees of freedom (in the choice of the
spatial coordinates), when we are concerned only with a causally connected region to us.
These residual gauge degrees of freedom describe the variation of the boundary conditions
imposed at the null boundary of the causally connected region.9

Among these residual gauge degrees of freedom, we consider the transformation

xi → x̃i ≡ Λi
jx

j ≡ (δij + δΛi
j)x

j (6.4)

with

Λi
j ≡ es[eS ]ij , (6.5)

which additionally includes a constant symmetric tensor Sij . Under this transformation, the
above gauge condition remains unchanged. The diffeomorphism invariance of the wave func-
tion ψt requires that Wt should remain unchanged under this residual gauge transformation
as

Wt [hij(x)] =Wt

[

h̃ij(x)
]

, (6.6)

where h̃ij is related to hij as

h̃ij(x̃) = (Λ−1)i
k(Λ−1)j

l hkl(x) . (6.7)

Here, Λ−1 denotes the inverse matrix of Λ. Repeating a similar argument, eq. (6.6) gives the
WT identity

0 = δΛk
l

∫

ddx

[

δWt

δhij
xl∂khij + 2

δWt

δhil
hki

]

. (6.8)

This is a generalization of eq. (3.6).
As one may expect, the WT identity (6.8) is nothing but the conservation of the energy

momentum tensor on the boundary. In fact, we can show that eq. (6.8) is equivalent to

0 =

∫

ddx
√
hhilδx

l ∇jRe[〈T ij〉] (6.9)

with δxi ≡ x̃i − xi. Here, we used

δWt

δhij
= 2Re

[

δWQFT

δhij

]

= −
√
hRe

[

〈T ij〉
]

. (6.10)

9It was shown that these residual gauge degrees of freedom give rise to the infrared divergence of ζ and γij
(see, e.g., refs. [56, 64–66]).
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Since this is derived from the diffeomorphism invariance of Wt, we obtain only the real
part of the conservation of the energy momentum tensor. Meanwhile, the diffeomorphism
invariance of WQFT gives ∇i〈T ij〉 = 0 (see also ref. [46]). In the gauge with δφ = 0, because
of the absence of the external source other than the metric, the expectation value of the
energy-momentum tensor is conserved unlike in the Feffermam and Graham gauge, where
the energy-momentum tensor is not conserved due to the presence of the external source
scalar field [67].

Repeating a similar argument to the one in the previous section, with the use of the WT
identity (6.8), we can derive the consistency relation for the scalar and tensor perturbations.
(Notice that the Diff invariance plays the crucial role both in the consistency relation and
the CCJ.) Similarly, the consistency relation gives the conditions on the coincidence limit,
e.g., the trace part and the transverse and traceless part of

Re

[

lim
z→x

〈Tij(x)Tkl(y)Tmn(z)〉 − 2

〈

∂Tij(x)

∂hmn(x)
Tkl(y)

〉]

(6.11)

should not give rise to singular contributions.

6.2 Boundary theory dual to multi-field model

In this paper, we discussed the conservation of ζ and γij in a boundary theory which is dual to
one field model in the bulk. In the bulk computation, it is widely known that for multi-field
models, ζ can evolve in time also in the large scale limit. In this subsection, we show the
reason why the conservation of ζ does not hold in multi-field models from the perspective of
holography.

An extension of the holographic prescription to multi-field models was studied and the
relation between the boundary and bulk quantities were derived in ref. [43]. One obvious
difference between the one field models and the multi-field models is in that the generating
functionalWQFT and the wave function of the bulk also depend on the entropy perturbations,
which serve additional external sources on the boundary. Then, the correlation functions of ζ
are not described solely by the correlators of the energy momentum tensor on the boundary.
In particular, for A-field models, the two point function of ζ, 〈ζ(x1)ζ(x2)〉, is not given by
the inverse of δ2Wt/δζ(x1)δζ(x2)|ζ=0 = −2Re[〈T (x1)T (x2)〉]. Instead, it is a component
of an inverse matrix of δ2Wt/δΦ

a1(x1)δΦ
a2(x2), where Φa denotes the set of the curvature

perturbation ζ and the entropy perturbations sa
′

with a′ = 1, · · · , A − 1 [43]. Therefore,
even if the energy-momentum tensor on the boundary is independent of µ, the conservation
of ζ is not automatically implied.

Instead of Φa, one may express the wave function of the bulk in terms of the curvature
perturbations, ζa, on the slicings δφa = 0 with a = 1, · · · , A. In general, ζas are mixed in Wt

or in the generating functional WQFT. However, in the special case where there is no mixing
between ζas, i.e.,

WQFT[{ζa}] =
A
∑

a=1

W
(a)
QFT[ζ

a] ,

the same argument as in one field model leads to the separate conservation of ζa. In ref. [43],

it was shown that when each field is decoupled, i.e., SQFT =
∑

a S
(a)
QFT, there is no mixing in

the quadratic terms ofWQFT and hence the two-point function of ζa becomes µ independent.
On the other hand, the curvature perturbation, ζ, on the slicing of the constant total energy
density can depend on µ. (This separable example was discussed from the bulk perspective
in ref. [44].)
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7 Conclusions

The wave function provides a characterization of the distribution function Pt[ζ] = |ψt[ζ]|2 ∝
e−Wt[ζ] of primordial fluctuations in the curvature perturbation ζ. This characterization does
not require the amplitudes of the fluctuations to be perturbatively small, and can be applied
non-perturbatively. In the first half of this paper, we derived the consistency relation for the
vertex functions W (n), which are the coefficients of the expansion of Wt in powers of ζ(x).
The consistency relation is derived by using the Ward-Takahashi identity associated with
dilatation invariance of the wave function, and provides a generalization of the well-known
consistency relation for the tree level correlation functions of ζ, which relates the n-point
function with one soft leg to the (n− 1)-point function.

In the second part of the paper, postulating the holographic duality between the (d+1)-
dimensional cosmological spacetime and the d-dimensional boundary theory, we discussed the
conservation of the curvature perturbation. The main ingredients we used in our discussion
are the presence of an improved energy momentum tensor whose anomalous dimension van-
ishes and the consistency relations amongst vertex functions. The first assumption is known
to be widely valid in renormalizable field theories, as long as we use the appropriately “im-
proved” energy momentum tensor. The second ingredient is simply a consequence of Diff
invariance. First, we showed that the consistency relation provides a condition on the semi-
local terms, where some of the arguments coincide. When this condition is fulfilled, we can
show the cutoff independence of the vertex function W (n). In the bulk perspective, this
implies the conservation of ζ in time at large scales.

An intriguing feature of the holographic approach is that the conservation of W (2), and
hence of the tree level power spectrum for ζ, follows simply from the cut-off independence
of the correlator of T . In a bulk description, the long wavelength solution for ζ can have a
growing mode even in one field models, when these exhibit non-attractor behaviour. This
possibility seems to be excluded in the present holographic context. A possible way around
that is to consider a boundary theory where the analyticity in the IR is violated. In that
case we may expect µ dependence of correlators of ζ. Conversely, from a bulk perspective,
non-analyticity in the IR is expected in the case when the long wavelength ζ is not constant
in time. The reason is that the shift vector Ni is related to ζ as ∂iNi ∝ ζ̇, which introduces
a non-local contribution with a negative power of k when we eliminate Ni by using this
relation.
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A Consistency relations for ζ correlators

Using eq. (3.12), we can derive the well-known consistency relation for the curvature pertur-
bation ζ. Using eq. (3.12) for n = 3 divided by the square of Ŵ (2)(t; k2), we obtain

Ŵ (3)(t; 0, k2, k2)

{Ŵ (2)(t; k2)}2
− (k2 · ∂k2 + d)

1

Ŵ (2)(t, k2)
= 0 . (A.1)

Since the power spectrum and the bispectrum are given by eqs. (2.11) and (2.14), respectively,
we find that eq. (A.1) indeed gives the consistency relation for the bi-spectrum:

lim
k3/k1, k3/k2→0

B(t; k1, k2, k3)

P (k3)
= −(k2 · ∂k2 + d)P (k2) . (A.2)

A systematic derivation can be given by using the mathematical induction. Dividing
eq. (3.12) by

n−1
∏

i=1

Ŵ (2)(ki) = Ŵ (2)(Kn−1)Ŵ
(2)(k2) · · · Ŵ (2)(kn−1) , (A.3)

we obtain

− Ŵ (n)(0, {ki}n−1)
∏n−1

i=1 Ŵ
(2)(ki)

+

(

n−1
∑

i=1

ki · ∂ki
ln

kdi
Ŵ (2)(ki)

)

Ŵ (n−1)({ki}n−1)
∏n−1

i=1 Ŵ
(2)(ki)

= −
(

n−1
∑

i=2

ki · ∂ki + d(n− 2)

){

−Ŵ
(n−1)({ki}n−1)
∏n−1

i=1 Ŵ
(2)(ki)

}

, (A.4)

where we used

n−1
∑

i=2

ki · ∂ki
Ŵ (2)(Kn−1) = Kn−1 · ∂Kn−1Ŵ

(2)(Kn−1) . (A.5)

The first term in the first line of eq. (A.4) is the contribution from the left diagram of
figure 1 with one of the n-momenta sent to 0. The minus sign appears, since the n-point
interaction is given by −Ŵ (n)({ki}n). Since the momentum derivative in the second term
can be rewritten as

ki · ∂ki
ln

kdi
Ŵ (2)(ki)

= −f localNL (ki) =
Ŵ (3)(0, ki, ki)

Ŵ (2)(ki)
, (A.6)

we find that the second term is the contribution from the right diagram of figure 1.

The expression in the braces in the second line denotes the contribution from the one
particle irreducible diagram for the (n − 1)-point function, which cannot be decomposed
into two diagrams by cutting one of the propagators included in the diagram. For n = 4,
eq. (A.4) gives the consistency relation (3.15), since the three point function contains only the
irreducible diagram. For n > 4, the (n − 1)-point function also contains reducible diagrams
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Figure 1. The left diagram is the Feynman diagram for the first term in the first line of eq. (A.4)
and the right diagram is the one for the second one with the summation index i.

and hence we obtain

− Ŵ (n)(0, {ki}n−1)
∏n−1

i=1 Ŵ
(2)(ki)

+

(

n−1
∑

i=1

ki · ∂ki ln
kdi

Ŵ (2)(ki)

)

Ŵ (n−1)({ki}n−1)
∏n−1

i=1 Ŵ
(2)(ki)

−
(

n−1
∑

i=2

ki · ∂ki + d(n− 2)

)

(Contributions from reducible diagrams)

= −
(

n−1
∑

i=2

ki · ∂ki
+ d(n− 2)

)

C(n−1)({ki}n−1) . (A.7)

Now, all we need to show is that the summation of the first two lines of eq. (A.7) gives
the left-hand side of the consistency relation (3.15). In order to compute the terms in the
second line, we consider a 1PI reducible diagram which is depicted in figure 2. This diagram
can be understood as connecting the two diagrams, the (m+1)-point function with momenta
{ki}m and Km+1, n−1 =

∑n−1
i=m+1 ki and (n−m)-point function with momenta −Km+1, n−1

and kj for j = m + 1, · · · , n − 1. These two diagrams are jointed by the propagator with
the momentum Km+1, n−1. Here m is 2 ≤ m ≤ n− 3. This contribution is given by

C(m+1)(K2,n−1, k2, · · · , km, Km+1, n−1)

× C(n−m)(Km+1, n−1, km+1, · · · , kn−1)Ŵ
(2)(Km+1, n−1) , (A.8)

where the propagator P (Km+1, n−1) = 1/Ŵ (2)(Km+1, n−1) is counted twice in the jointed two
diagrams, so we divided by it. Operating

∑n−1
i=2 ki ·∂ki

on eq. (A.8) and using the consistency
relation (3.15) for the (m + 2)-point and (n −m + 1)-point functions in the squeezed limit,
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Figure 2. A 1PI reducible diagram which shows up in the second line of eq. (A.7). We highlight the
double counted propagator by the thick line.

we obtain

−
(

n−1
∑

i=2

ki · ∂ki
+ d(n− 2)

)

(Reducible diagram in figure 1)

= lim
k→0

C(m+2)(k, {ki}m,Km+1,n−1)C(n−m)(Km+1, n−1,km+1, · · · ,kn−1)Ŵ
(2)(Km+1, n−1)

P (k)

+ lim
k→0

C(m+1)({ki}m,Km+1,n−1)C(n−m+1)(k,Km+1, n−1,km+1, · · · ,kn−1)Ŵ
(2)(Km+1, n−1)

P (k)

− lim
k→0

1

P (k)

[

C(m+1)({ki}m,Km+1, n−1)

(

−Ŵ
(3)(k,Km+1, n−1,Km+1, n−1)

Ŵ (2)(k)

)

× C(n−m)(Km+1, n−1, km+1, · · · , kn−1

]

. (A.9)

The term in the second line is the contribution from the diagram with one soft leg inserted
to the (m+1)-point function and the one in the third line is from the diagram with one soft
leg inserted to the (n −m)-point function. Since the diagram with one soft leg inserted to
the joint propagator with the momentum Km+1, n−1 is counted both in the second and third
lines and hence the term in the last two lines cancels the doubled counted one. In this way,
we can see that the terms in the first two lines of eq. (A.7) add up the contributions form
all the diagrams for C(n)(k, {ki}n−1) in the squeezed limit, k → 0. Now, the consistency
relation for the n-point function, which was derived in ref. [12], is extended to an arbitrary
spacetime dimension, following a different method.
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